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Barcelona Metropolitan magazine
is the leading point of reference
for English-speaking residents and
visitors in Barcelona.
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Founded in 1996, Barcelona Metroolitan
is the most recognized and trusted
digital magazine focused on the Englishspeaking expat community of Barcelona.
We offer next generation multi-channel
advertising solutions to help you sell to
the international community of Barcelona
and Spain.

New in Town
Barcelona Metropolitan proudly
showcases the latest and most attractive
venues which have recently established
themselves in Barcelona. New In Town
is a coveted resource used by the
international community.
The city is constantly renewing itself,
boasting a never ending flood of new
bars, restaurants, boutiques and
organizations vying for visibility with
expats. New in Town features venues
debuted in the last six months.

Quick Bites
Barcelona Metropolitan offers local
restaurants to be featured in Quick Bites,
which promotes the best gastronomical
delights for which Barcelona is famous.
Quick Bites are highly sought articles
read by an audience who eats out
several times per week, seeks unique
experiences and sensible descriptions of
where to dine.
Quick Bites is an effective promotional
tool for an audience that values brief and
captivating food reviews.

Metropolitan
Radio
Barcelona Metropolitan is planning to
roll out soon its online radio program.
Metropolitan Radio aims to give its
reading and listening audience a chance
to engage with influencers of the expat
community.
Metropolitan Radio will feature local
leaders in the areas of startups, business,
entertainmment, politics, sports,
arts, financial services, education and
immigration.

Podcasts
Barcelona Metropolitan is committed
to helping organizations enhance their
marketing competencies through the use
of podcasts. Popdcasts are programs
lasting 5-15 minutes with a focused
message.
Podcasts communicate compelling,
tailor-made messages for advertisers
that are placed and marketed online.
Podcasts are searchable and available
24/7 for an online audience to listen at a
convenient moment.

A Day
in the Life
Barcelona Metropolitan features the
expatriate movers and shakers of
Barcelona who found and lead the most
highly visible organizations of Barcelona.
A Day in the Life subjects are influencers
in industry, government and NGOs. ADITL
provides a glimpse of the subject’s daily
life, allowing the interviewee to emphasize
their key activities.
This establishes relatedness with other
expats; ADITL creates and promotes
connections within Barcelona.

Q&A
Interviews
Barcelona Metropolitan offers companies
and organizations the ability to publish
sponsored content relevant to the
international community through
Q&A Interviews. The question & answer
format facilitates the ability to pose
questions that interest readers, while
allowing a streamlined approach to
selecting and publishing articles.
The Q&A format aligns search terms to
maximize engagement.

Reader
Offers
Barcelona Metropolitan offers its readers
the chance to receive discounts by
using digital coupons available from our
newsletter and website. These can take
the form of a printable coupon or a digital
code usable with smart phones.

Social Media
Management

Affiliation
Program

Barcelona Metropolitan is uniquely
positioned to help expat focused
organizations amplify their online visibility
with expertise in Google positioning,
leveraging over 20 years of relevant
content and experience.

Barcelona Metropolitan partners with
organizations to develop win-win
relationships. Affiliation Programs are ones
in which online sales driven by traffic to our
website are rewarded with a percentage of
the sales price.

Advertisers trust our digital marketing
team to effectively employ the leading
tools (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and
Twitter) to engage the expat community.
Outsourcing their Social Media can be
more profitable than done in-house.

Barcelona Metropolitan selects products
and services aligned with the values of the
expat community. An electronic code links
the organizations and requires no user
intervention.
Let us help you sell online!

Reader Offers reward only the readers
since no sales incentives or commissions
are generated. These programs increase
reader engagement and open rates.
Check our newsletter discounts now!

Sponsored
Article
A trusted source with powerful brand
recognition, Barcelona Metropolitan
is uniquely positioned to connect
companies offering relevant products
and services with the English speaking
community.
Chosen companies that partner with
Barcelona Metropolitan through
Sponsored Articles add value
by covering key areas integral to
the expat experience, including:
immigration, financial services, legal
services, property (rent or buy)
education, insurance, relocation,
health care, entertainment, etc.

Online
Directory

Barcelona Metropolitan creates a sense of
community by highlighting key members
of the community who offer products and
services for the English speaking expats of
Barcelona.
The Online Directory is a listing service
that is free for readers and helps expats
find reliable professionals with whom
they can communicate in English and who
understand their culture and concerns.

Corporate
Profile
The Corporate Profile offers a company
the ability to powerfully communicate its
products and services to a well defined
target of international consumers.
The Corporate Profile allows for a
comprehensive description of an
organization as well as the pertinent
images, video content, social media
links and maps that help drive traffic to
corporate websites.

Video
Content
Barcelona Metropolitan helps advertisers
maximize engagement with online readers
via original Video Content productions. We
help advertisers generate short video clips
as part of a broader marketing campaign.
Well crafted and organic Video Content
grabs attention and invites users to click
through to view further sponsored articles.
Video Content differentiates advertisers
from competitors.

Campaign
Package
Barcelona Metropolitan offers advertisers
the ability to combine different online and
offline options into compelling
Campaign Packages to increase visibility
to and engagement with a well defined and
accessible target audience of expats.
Bundled products and services are more
competitively priced than if the same
options were purchased individually.
Marketing campaigns maximize visibility
and impact.

Travel
Reviews
Barcelona Metropolitan inspires its
readers to discover and visit nearby
towns, villages, castles, beaches,
vineyards, mountains and resorts.
Barcelona residents and visitors
appreciate practical reviews of local
getaways where they can relax or get
excited by a short adventure for an
enjoyable break.
Travel Reviews encourage readers to
explore Catalunya, Spain and Europe.

Event
Promotions
Barcelona Metropolitan helps event organizers to
maximize their exposure to a well defined target
audience. Event promoters often seek multiple
media outlets and formats to blanket a market to
ensure visibility.
Barcelona Metropolitan exploits its role as a
media leader for English speakers to reach critical
segments of the international community often
difficult for traditional media to penetrate.

Events
Calender
Careful selection of the city’s most relevant events
for residents and visitors alike allows Barcelona
Metropolitan to boast the most coveted portal
for deciding where to go for dining, dancing,
entertainment and business networking.
Useful descriptions, times and locations allow for
discerning readers to choose from hundreds of
activities in the city.
All events include hyperlinks to enhance the user
experience.

Newsletter
Issued weekly, the Barcelona Metropolitan
Newsletter showcases the most popular
events, useful seminars and critical
functions affecting the expat community
for the upcoming weekend and following
week. Selected editorial content focusing
on expats’ needs are featured in the
newsletter.
Advertisers can choose for their ads,
banners and/or sponsored content to be
prominently featured either “above or
below the fold.”

Banners
Barcelona Metropolitan promotes
organizations and events using different
types of advertising options on its website
and in newsletters.
Banner Ads empower niche marketing.
When placed next to editorial and/or
sponsored articles, banner ads significantly
increase expsoure and engagement.
Prominently placed banners drive traffic
and increase conversion rates.

ADVERTISE WITH US
Combine niche advertising +
optimized content to maximize
your visibility for your company
or event!

